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Customized gear units
for dredgers
RENK marine gear units from Rheine
RENK AG is among the world’s foremost manufacturers of marine gear systems and its
plant at Rheine, Germany, which specializes in single- and twin –engine gear units as well
as jet pump and winch gearboxes, is highly favored partner when it comes to developing
innovative marine gear solutions for any type of vessels.
The majority of all dredger vessels are built with a diesel engine propulsion system and they
could use single and double marine gear units from RENK. Whereas RENK also is able to
provide the jet pump, winch and cutter head gearboxes. Especially the jet pump gearboxes
are most of the times driven by an electrical prime mover and RNEK gains here from its rich
experiences of the LNG market.
RENK’s presence in this market is also reflected in customer’s regular use of the slide bearings sourced from the Hannover plant and installed in the onboard generators and electric
motors. These bearings are thousandfold proven in container vessels, tankers, service craft
and ferries.
Ongoing R&D on future marine propulsion systems backed by a century of experience is
an assurance of innovative products: state-of-the-art technology gained from knowledge
fueled by tradition
RENK is an active member of FVA, Germany’s R&D association for the propulsion sector,
and works with universities and research institutes. This allows access to the newest
research results.
Superior technology and professional advice are our hallmark. And the benefits for our
customers? They acquire state-of-the-art technology and top-class expertise in consultancy and service.

Willem von Oranje (Bild: HO Willem van Oranje
compressed)
Ship's name:
WILLEM VAN ORANJE
Owner: Boskalis
Builder:
IHC Dredgers, Kinderdijk,
Netherlands
TechnicalData
Propulsion gearbox: RSVL-1000
Propulsion power: 6.000kW
Speed: 750/155,9rpm
PTO power: 6.000kW
PTO Speed. 1.006,6rpm
Dredgepump gearbox: RSH-850
Power: 7.500kW
Speed: 985/255,4rpm
Further information:
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Picture of the gearboxes placed in the hull of the dredger
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Type RSVL-950
Single marine gearbox (Propulsion gearboxes)
RENK already provided any kind of propulsion gearbox solution
needed on a dredger vessel, starting from single in / single out up
to double in / single out gearboxes. In most cases they are custommade and increasingly being installed on dredger vessels with any
kind of propulsion concept (Diesel, Diesel-Electric, Dual Fuel Diesel
Electric (DFDE)).
The propulsion gearboxes need a class approval but they are also
facing RENK internal safety factors which are most of the times
reflecting even higher requirements.
Even more they are quite special as most of the propulsion gearbox
have the same PTO power as the main engine power, which means
that the main engine power will either go to the propeller or completely to the Power-TakeOff (PTO)
Customer benefit with a RENK gear unit: From an engineering
for unlimited lifetime, for his needs tailor-made efficient gearbox
solution, marine gear unit with wear free slide bearings

elast. coupling

preliminary

Engine per gearbox: MAN 6L43/60CR, Diesel
Screws per vessel: Twin Screw
Gearbox type: RSVL-950
Input power: 7.200kW
Input:Output speed: 500/145,6 rpm
Classification: BV
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Type RIH-1000
Dredge/Jetpump Gearbox
RENK also provided other gearbox solution needed on a dredger
vessel, like jet pump/dredger pump gearboxes.
In most cases they are custom-made and increasingly being
installed on dredger vessels for any kind of pump drive.
These gearboxes does not need a class approval but still they will
be designed in accordance to RENK‘s internal safety factors and on
top of that in regards to special lead factors which are requested by
the customer.
The customer is facing the same benefits as for the propulsion
gearboxes

Shipowner: Jan de Nul
Type of Vessel: Trailing Hopper Suction Dredger
Type of Gearbox: RIH-1000
Input power: 8.500kW
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Type CDSHIII
Cutter Gearbox
..
coupling

preliminary

coupling
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Latest References

Ship name: PEDRO ALVARES CABRAL
Ship-owner: Jan de Nul, NV
Shipbuilder: Uljanik, Pula, Croatia

..
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RENK Aktiengesellschaft
Rheine Works
Rodder Damm 170
48432 Rheine
Germany
Phone: +49 5971 790 0
Fax: +49 5971 790 208 and 790 256
E-Mail: info.rheine@renk.biz
www.renk.eu

